World Habitat estimates its carbon footprint linked to its activities in 2017, 2018, 2019 and part of 2020 to 373 tons CO₂ eq.

AVN attest that this carbon footprint is offset by the avoided emissions of 18 bioclimatic dwellings Nubian Vault

This compensation is carried out within the framework of the ACACIAS program which makes it possible to finance Nubian Vault construction incentives intended for rural families in the Sahel living on less than $2 / day.
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The Nubian Vault

Ancestral architectural process carried out mainly in raw earth, a widely available material, the Nubian Vault is an adapted housing solution, responding to private and community uses, in rural areas as well as in cities.

This innovative constructive technique allows the adaptation of rural populations in the Sahel to the effects of climate change, generates local jobs and participates in forest conservation.

More than 25 international distinctions
CONSTRUCTION SITE ASSIGNED TO THIS CONTRACT

1. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7745
   - Site Manager: Tegawende Simpore

2. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7745
   - Site Manager: Tegawende Simpore

3. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7746
   - Site Manager: Tegawende Simpore

4. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7747
   - Site Manager: Tegawende Simpore

5. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Zondoma
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7748
   - Site Manager: Noel Ouedraogo

6. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7754
   - Site Manager: Nebon Banao

7. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Kourweogo
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7755
   - Site Manager: Adama Pakode

8. Building family: House
   - Season: 2019-2020
   - Location: Burkina Faso, province of Passore
   - Construction site code: BF_YAK_7769
   - Site Manager: Nédaradoua Bayoulou
CONSTRUCTION SITE ASSIGNED TO THIS CONTRACT

18 homes built
454 m² of surface area
373 t CO² eq. compensated*

*the avoided CO2 emissions are calculated in accordance with the quantification protocol for Nubian vault constructions established by MyClimate
Mamounata Nabi
VN resident in Burkina Faso

« One day, I saw a Nubian Vault which amazed me in the village square and I decided to have one built.

I gathered the materials with the help of my family and hired masons whom I was able to pay in part with the incentive.

My house is so beautiful and sturdy that it has attracted visitors and now everyone wants to build the same one. I thank AVN for this help which allows me to live safely in a beautiful house. »

Sidiki Sougue
VN Mason trainer in Burkina Faso

« The Nubian Vault has broadened and boosted my market, really. Many people here live in houses that have "fallen" and do not have the means to build a new one, but thanks to the incentive it becomes possible.

Before, I used to build with concrete blocks. I stopped everything to become a VN mason because this technique has many more advantages. Now, I don’t miss any more work, I have security and an open mind: I have become a mason trainer, and with my apprentices, together, we are working to develop our market. »

Adama Nébié
VN resident in Burkina Faso

« I had a construction project but I couldn’t afford it. When we heard about the incitement, I decided to mobilize. I gave it my all and the incentive allowed me to do the rest.

I am very happy, the VN is much more beautiful and comfortable than the sheet metal buildings. Other people from the village have come to visit my house and many have decided to build in NV, if they can get help.

I hope that the future will involve more funding which will allow the realization of projects in NV. »
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